An important aspect of the statistical analysis of large quantities of measured data is the identification of patterns within the data. In this article elementary techniques for describing relations between pairs of continuous variables will be examined. A typical investigation will result in data which consist of measurements of several different variables on a sample of subjects. Ifcertain variables can be shown to be related, in the sense that knowledge of the value of one variable enables an approximate value to be predicted for another, then (a) the description of the data can be simplified and (b) the fact that there is a relation may lead to interesting hypotheses about the mechanisms which cause the variables to be related.
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Preliminary scatter plots should always be used to assess visually whether a pair of variables seem to be related and to indicate approximately the strength of that relation. The points on a particular plot may seem to be randomly scattered (fig la) , clustered about a straight line (fig 1 b) , or a curve (fig lc) . Very roughly, a relation is strong if the scatter plot defines the line or curve more or less exactly with very little scatter but is weaker if the points are more widely scattered.
The statistical measure of relation (or association) most commonly used in the biomedical literature is the "product-moment correlation coefficient", usually abbreviated to the correlation coefficient and commonly denoted by the symbol "r". This is an objective measure of the strength of a linear relation between two variables and is a dimensionless number-that is, it is not affected by a change of units of measurement-which always takes a value in the range -1 to + 1. The extremes of this range correspond to a perfect linear relation between the variaAccepted for publication 13 The interpretation of a significant rank correlation is that there is a monotonic relation between the variables. There are problems of interpretation of the rank correlation coefficient similar to those encountered with the product-moment correlation coefficient; a rank correlation of 0 2 will be significant in samples of size 100 but this may not represent a practically important relation. Although not strictly valid, the interpretation of the square of the rank correlation as being an indication of the variability explained by the monotonic relation should be borne in mind.
MULTIPLE COMPARISONS
Correlation coefficients are generally overused and they should be avoided for anything other than exploration of the data as they are difficult to interpret correctly, and significant correlations may occur when the relation between the variables is so weak as to be practically useless.
Examination of a large number of variables by routine calculation of the correlations between all possible pairs, with all those which are significant at the 5% level being reported, should be avoided as this procedure is likely to be extremely misleading. 
Linear regression analysis
Linear regression analysis is a powerful and widely applicable technique for fitting straight lines to data and assessing how well the fitted line describes the data. The method is used to fit a linear relation between two variables, one of which is known as the response variable, or y-variable, the other being referred to as the explanatory variable, or x-variable. In using simple linear regression analysis the aim is to explain at least part of the variability in the response variable values by mean of the model: (42) is shown in the Statgraphics output in the row labelled "error" under the "df' column. In this example the percentage point value is 2-02 and so the 95% confidence interval for the slope parameter stretches from 0-27 to 0-42. The analysis of variance table divides the total variability in the response values, which is the value under "sum of squares" in the row labelled "total" into components attributable to the model and the unexplained residual. The "mean squares" are the corresponding sums of squares divided by their degrees of freedom and the "F ratio" is the model mean square divided by the error mean square. In this Statistics on microcomputers example the F ratio is large and the value under "prob level" indicates that the chance of getting so large an F ratio is very small if there is no relation between acinar volume and age; accordingly, we may conclude that the data provide extremely strong evidence of a relation. The correlation coefficient needs no explanation, more informative is the value labelled "r squared" which is the square of the correlation coefficient and indicates that 67% of the variability in acinar volume can be exlained by the linear relation with age.
A further useful graphical display generated on request by Statgraphics is shown in fig 6. As the fitted line is estimated from a sample of44 subjects there will be some uncertainty about the true average acinar volume at any age. The curves close to the fitted line indicate the 95% confidence band for the average acinar volume. As well as this, one may well be interested in predicting what the actual acinar volume (as distinct from the average value) would be for a new individual ofa specified age. The outer lines (which are symmetrical about the fitted line) indicate the 95% prediction limits and bracket the predicted value in 95 cases out of 100. Note that these are quite wide, a consequence of the considerable biological variability in the data, note also that at age 12 or less the lower prediction limit will be negative, which is clearly impossible. This indicates that a straight line with constant residual variablility may not be the most sensible way of fitting these data.
UNDERLYING ASSUMPTIONS IN REGRESSION ANALYSIS
In common with other statistical methods simple linear regression analysis makes several assumptions which should be checked before accepting the results of the analysis. The assumptions are: (i) the relation is linear; (ii) the spread of the data about the line is the same at all levels of the explanatory variable; (iii) the deviations of the data values from the line are normally distributed. These assumptions can be checked visually with statistical packages by making diagnostic plots of the residuals, which are the differences between the observed values of the response variable and the corresponding fitted values. To detect departures from linearity a plot of the residuals against the fitted values is useful. The danger sign is an obvious pattern such as a trend or pronounced curvature.
The same type ofplot can be used to detect failure of assumption (ii)-if the points appear to fan out in a wedge then this indicates uneven spread. In either case more advanced techniques of regression analysis (see below) may be used to overcome the problem. A normal plot ofthe residuals (article 2) can be used to check the assumption ofnormality, although failure ofeither ofthe other assumptions can cause the plot to be curved rather than straight. Outliers can also cause problems as they will tend to pull the fitted line towards themselves, particularly if they appear near the extremes of the range of the explanatory variable. Any observation with a particularly large residual should be examined to ensure that it is not erroneous or in some way atypical. Comparing fits with and without suspected outliers will give an indication of their importance in determining the parameters of the line.
In the Minitab package observations which have large residuals or have a large influence on the fitted line are automatically indicated. Statgraphics has similar facilities including the ability to remove points one at a time and assess the effect of this on the fitted line. If the diagnostic plots indicate that the data do not conform to one or more of the standard assumptions then there are methods for alleviating the problem. If the relation is non-linear then a transformation may provide the remedy. Log transforming either or both the response and explanatory variable(s) may be tried.
The residual plot in fig 7 shows curvature and fanning, indicating that the relation is perhaps curved and that variability increases with age. Logarithmic transformation of both variables followed by fitting a straight line to the log transformed data is useful here. In this example this leads to the estimated relation: log(acinar volume) = 0-356 + 0-49 x log(age) accounting for 86-9% of the variability in the log transformed volumes. This can then be back-transformed to give the relation: acinar volume = 2-27 x age049, for which the Statgraphics plot is shown in fig 8. Note that the relation is curved (volume is almost proportional to the square root of age), and that the 95% confidence band and the 95% prediction limits are also curved and diverge with increasing age, which accords more with the pattern of the data.
It must be emphasised that the results of regression analysis can be used validly to predict the size of a response variable for a given value of explanatory variable only within the limits of the range of explanatory variable values used in deriving the regression equation. Any extrapolation is extremely hazardous as it relies on the assumption that the fitted relation holds outside the given range. We know that acinar volume, for instance, tends to decrease for ages above about 55 years and so neither of the fitted regression equations could be used to predict acinar volume for ages above 45 years.
THE MISUSE OF CORRELATION AND REGRESSION IN METHOD COMPARISON STUDIES
When a new method ofmeasurement is developed it is usual to compare it with the standard method to decide whether it can replace the older method. This is done by making the same measurement by both methods on each of a number of subjects. The important question is whether the measurements agree. Basically the situation is as follows; for each subject there is an unknown true value, so when a measurement is made by a particular method the result will differ from the true value by a measurement error for that particular method. Measurement error varies from one subject to another and is likely to differ between methods. The precision of a method is determined by making a number of measurements on the same subject-that is, of the same true valueprovided that the true value is stable over the period required to make all the measurements. The standard deviation of the results is a measure of the precision of the method. A method is accurate if the measurements cluster around the true value and consequently the accuracy of a method can only be determined in situations where the true value is known; a series of repeated measurements of the unknown true value for a given subject cannot determine the accuracy of a method.
In comparing two methods of measurement it is important to determine whether they are (a) equally accurate and (b) equally precise. The starting point of the analysis should be a scatter plot of the data as shown in fig 9, which refers to a comparison of measurements of thyroid stimulating hormone concentration (TSH) by radioimmunoassay (RIA), and fluorescence immunoassay (FIA). Note that the "identity line"(which has unit slope and zero intercept) is included to provide a guide to interpretation of the plot. Most of the points fall below this line, indicating that the two methods do not agree. Note also that there seem to be problems with measurements of low concentrations. The correlation coefficient is often misused as a way of analysing such data, typically the correlation coefficient will be very high (0-965 in this example) and this is misinterpreted as confirming that the methods agree. This is wrong as the correlation coefficient measures the strength of the relation between the results by the two methods, not whether they tend to agree. A set of measurements which cluster closely 11 around any line (as would occur if one method were to produce results which were on average only 25% ofthe values given by the other), will result in a high correlation coefficient. As the methods have been developed to measure the same quantity they would be expected to produce measurements which are related.
Closer examination of the problem suggests that methods are likely to disagree in one of two ways: (a) the values will differ on average by a constant amount; (b) the values produced by one method will be on average a fixed percentage of those given by the other-that is, a constant proportionate difference. In case (a) the points will tend to cluster around a line which is parallel to the identity line, whereas in case (b) the points will cluster around a line which has a nonunit slope.
These observations form the basis of a regression method of analysis. If the confidence interval for the slope of the regression line includes the value one then case (b) is eliminated and so the confidence interval for the intercept is examined and if it brackets zero then case (a) is also eliminated and the conclusion is that the methods agree. There is, however, an objection to this method; as both sets ofmeasurements are ofunknown true values subject to varying amounts of error there are two regression lines which can be fitted depending on which method is chosen as the explanatory or x variable. suggesting that the methods agree. An extremely simple method ofanalysis has recently been proposed by Altman and Bland,45 and this is more informative than the regression method. As the differences between corresponding measurements contain the information needed to decide whether the methods agree, the most sensible approach is to analyse these differences. To decide between the cases of constant difference and constant proportionate difference, the difference between each pair of measurements is plotted against the average of the pair. If the methods agree then the average of a pair is the best estimate of the corresponding true value and there ought to be no relation between the differences and averages; the scatter plot should show a random cloud of points and the correlation coefficient should not be significant. This will also be true if the methods differ by a constant amount. If the methods differ by a constant proportionate amount, however, then differences between measurements corresponding to large true values will be greater than those corresponding to smaller true values. The plot will then show a significant linear relation with a significant correlation coefficient. This is the case for comparison of TSH (fig lla) .
When methods differ by a constant amount the 95% confidence interval for the mean of the differences indicates the likely size of the difference between the methods. If methods differ by a constant proportionate amount then one should log transform the raw data and work with the average and difference of the pairs of log transformed values. When the TSH data are treated in this way most of the points lie in a horizontal band with a few outlying points corresponding to the samples where there were difficulties of measurement at low concentration (fig 1 lb) . The rank correlation (used to attenuate the influence of the outliers) between the differences and averages is 0-17 which is not significant (p > 005). The median difference (outliers again) is 0-13 and the distribution free confidence interval (article 2) for the median difference stretches from 0-10 up to 0 15. Back-transforming this interval we can say that FIA values are likely to be between 71% and 79% of those given by RIA, except at low concentrations where at least one of the methods is very unreliable.
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